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Key word: Indonesian – English code mixing

This research problems are what are the forms of Indonesian – English code mixing used in that magazine, and what are the lexical meaning of each word found in that magazine.

The writer uses qualitative research, and it uses a descriptive method. It applies documentation and observation to collect the data. The writer collects data by finding the forms of Indonesian-English code mixing, and coding the selected code mixing by giving numbers to help the analysis run well. The analysis show that there are some words that used by journalist in Gaul magazine such as “home schooling” (phrase), mellow (single word), soundtrack (compound word), nge-direct (hybrid) and I’m so proud culture from Indonesia (clause).

After classifying and analyzing the data, the conclusion of this research is that there are some of Indonesian- English code mixing used in Gaul magazine, and the type of Indonesian- English code mixing are 47% of single word, 9% of compound word, 34% of phrase, 6% of hybrid, and 4% of clause.